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The present study used concurrent-vowel recognition to measure integration efficiency of combined
acoustic and electric stimulation in eight actual cochlear-implant subjects who had normal or residual
low-frequency acoustic hearing contralaterally. Although these subjects could recognize single vowels
(.90% correct) with either electric or combined stimulation, their performance degraded significantly in
concurrent-vowel recognition. Compared with previous simulation results using normal-hearing subjects,
the present subjects produced similar performance with acoustic or electric stimulation alone, but
significantly lower performance with combined stimulation. A probabilistic model found reduced
integration efficiency between acoustic and electric stimulation in the present subjects. The integration
efficiency was negatively correlated with residual acoustic hearing in the non-implanted ear and duration of
deafness in the implanted ear. The present result suggests a central origin of the integration deficit and that
this integration be evaluated and considered in future management of hearing impairment and design of
auditory prostheses.

C

ombined electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS) enhances cochlear implant (CI) speech recognition in noise,
particularly when the noise is a competing talker1–3. However, two major issues still remain unresolved in
the present literature. First, there is a great deal of variability in the EAS benefit but the sources of this
variability are unknown. At least three different factors have been implicated, including target and masker
materials, acoustic signal processing and presentation, and individual psychophysical capabilities4–6. Second,
the mechanisms of the EAS benefit are unclear. Three different mechanisms have been suggested to include
auditory object segregation7,8, temporal glimpsing9–11, and synergetic integration of independent acoustic and
electric stimulation (namely, ‘‘1 1 1 . 2’’)3,9,12.
The present study focused on concurrent vowel recognition, in which both ‘‘target and masker’’ are voiced and
have the same duration and the same amplitude. This stimulus configuration would not only prevent the use of
the temporal glimpsing cue or other strong perceptual segregation cues such as onset and offset, but also eliminate
high-level semantic and grammatical context cues8,13. Therefore, concurrent-vowel recognition can be used to
explicitly test synergetic interaction between acoustic and electric stimulation. In an EAS simulation study, Qin
and Oxenham8 asked normal-hearing subjects to recognize low-passed, noise-vocoded, and combined concurrent vowels and found a significant synergetic EAS interaction even with a 300-Hz low-pass condition. The Qin
and Oxenham study has been widely cited (62 citations on Nov 23, 2012 according to Google Scholar), but not yet
replicated in actual EAS subjects. This replication is important for several well-known caveats between actual and
simulated EAS subjects. First, unlike actual EAS subjects who are all likely to have hearing loss even at low
frequencies, normal-hearing subjects have ‘‘ideal residual hearing, with no hearing loss and accompanying effects,
such as broadened auditory filters8.’’ Second, the vocoded speech likely simulates the best cochlear implant
performance14. Third, simulated and actual EAS subjects likely have different durations of acoustic, electric
and combined hearing experience, affecting their usage of these different cues and possible interactions between
acoustic and electric stimulation15. The present study addressed these caveats and explicitly examined acoustic
and electric integration efficiency in actual EAS subjects.

Results
In single-vowel recognition, the present actual EAS subjects (n 5 8) produced 65%, 91%, and 94% correct scores
with acoustic stimulation, electric stimulation, and EAS, respectively. These scores were similar to Qin and
Oxenham’s simulation scores, suggesting that electric stimulation and EAS both contained sufficient information
for recognizing the synthetic single vowels, but the low-passed acoustic stimulation did not. It was important to
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Figure 1 | Average concurrent vowel recognition as a function of F0
difference with acoustic stimulation (left panel), electric-acoustic
stimulation (middle panel), and electric stimulation (right panel). The
open, hatched, and filled bars represent percent correct scores with a F0
difference of 100–100 Hz, 100–158.7 Hz, and 100–224.5 Hz (or 0, 7, and
14 semitones above 100 Hz), respectively. The chance performance level is
10%. The error bars represent one standard error of mean. Comparable
data from Qin and Oxenham’s study (2006) are re-plotted as the solid line
for the 300-Hz and the dashed line for the 600-Hz low-pass condition.

establish that the actual EAS subjects can achieve nearly perfect
performance with EAS to assure that single-vowel recognition ability
would not confound interpretations of the concurrent-vowel recognition results.
Figure 1 shows average concurrent-vowel recognition results as a
function of F0 difference (bars) with acoustic stimulation (left panel),
EAS (middle panel), and electric stimulation (right panel). For comparison, each panel also plots Qin and Oxenham’s simulation results
from 300-Hz (solid line) and 600-Hz (dashed line) low-pass conditions. Analysis of the actual EAS data shows that stimulation mode
was a significant factor [F(1.89,41.69) 5 51.9, p , 0.05], but F0 separation was not [F(1.91,42.05) 5 3.16, p 5 0.052]. Averaging across three
F0 conditions and eight subjects, EAS produced significantly better
performance (38%) than acoustic stimulation [vs. 21%; F(1,68) 5
125.5, p , 0.05] or electric stimulation [vs. 30%; F(1,68) 5 35.6,
p , 0.05]. Figure 2 shows a wide range of individual concurrentvowel recognition from much lower than normal performance by S3
and S4 to nearly normal performance by S1 and S8.
Comparison between the present actual EAS and Qin and
Oxenham’s simulation results revealed several interesting findings.
First, actual and simulated acoustic stimulations produced similar
performance (21% vs. 15%; p 5 0.08). This finding was somewhat
surprising because seven of the eight actual EAS subjects had hearing
loss even at low frequencies (23–78 dB HL, see Fig. 3). Possibly due to
a floor effect, the quality of residual acoustic hearing did not affect

Figure 2 | Individual concurrent vowel recognition as a function of F0 difference with acoustic stimulation (left column in each panel), electricacoustic stimulation (middle column) or electric stimulation (right column). Data presentation is the same as Fig. 1.
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Figure 3 | Audiograms of the non-implanted ear in the present EAS subjects. The dB HL value in the parenthesis next to the subject number represents
the pure-tone-average threshold over 125, 250, and 500 Hz.

performance. Second, actual and simulated electric stimulations also
produced similar results (30% vs. 37%; p 5 0.08). This pattern was
expected because numerous studies have shown that vocoded speech
tends to simulate the best CI performance14. The most surprising
finding was that despite similar performance in acoustic and electric
stimulation, the actual EAS performance was 21 percentage points or
36% lower than the simulated EAS performance (38% vs. 59%; p ,
0.05). The present result suggests that Qin and Oxenham’s simulation reasonably estimated actual performance in acoustic or electric
stimulation alone, but overestimated synergetic integration between
acoustic and electric stimulation.

Discussion
The most important finding in the present study is that actual and
simulated EAS subjects receive similar amount of acoustic and
electric information, but have different abilities to integrate the
information16. To quantify integration efficiency, it is assumed that
acoustic stimulation produces a percent correct score of Pa, and
electric stimulation produces a percent correct score of Pe. If acoustic
and electric stimulation are independent, then the predicted EAS
score would be17:
ð1Þ
Peas ~Pa zPe {Pa Pe
The EAS integration efficiency (IE) is defined as:
0
P
IE~ eas
Peas

Methods
Subjects. One prelingually-deafened (S7) and seven postlingually-deafened adult CI
subjects (44–84 years old) with normal hearing (S5) or residual low-frequency
acoustic hearing (the rest) in their non-implanted ear participated in this experiment.
They were native American English speakers and had at least one year of EAS
experience at the time of the experiment. Table 1 shows their demographic and
audiological information. Figure 3 shows audiograms of the non-implanted ear, with
a low-frequency (125, 250, and 500 Hz) pure-tone-average threshold being displayed
in the parenthesis next to the subject number. All subjects signed a consent document

ð2Þ

where P’eas is the actual EAS score and Peas is the predicted EAS score.
The actual EAS subjects produced integration efficiency ranging
from 0.67 to 1.30, while the simulated subjects produced relatively
high efficiency (1.22 for 300-Hz and 1.31 for 600-Hz low-pass condition). Figure 4 shows EAS integration efficiency as a function of the
pure-tone-average threshold at 125, 250, and 500 Hz. A significant
negative correlation was found between the actual EAS subjects’
integration efficiency and their pure-tone-average threshold, suggesting that quality of acoustic hearing affects synergetic integration
between acoustic and electric stimulation. Similar to previous studies, greater EAS benefit is associated with either a shallower audiogram slope18 or lower low-frequency thresholds19.
The mechanisms of this synergetic integration are unclear but are
certainly located in the central auditory pathway. In the present subjects who had a cochlear implant on one side and residual low-frequency hearing on the other, information must be integrated not only
between ears but also between high and low frequencies. Physiological
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 3 : 1419 | DOI: 10.1038/srep01419

evidence suggests that such integration has to occur in the superior
olivary complex or higher nuclei in the central auditory pathway20.
The EAS integration efficiency was also correlated to subject
demographic or audiological variables (Table 1). No significant correlation was found with any variables except for the duration of
deafness in the implanted ear (Fig. 5). This negative correlation
reinforces not only a ‘‘use it or lose it’’ central mechanism21,22, but
also the importance of early implantation for combined acoustic and
electric stimulation23.

Figure 4 | Linear regression between EAS integration efficiency (see
Equations 1 and 2 in text for details) and the pure tone average threshold
at 125, 250, and 500 Hz (dB HL) in the non-implanted ear. The EAS
integration efficiency from Qin and Oxenham’s study (2006) is also shown
as a reference but not included in the correlation analysis (filled triangle:
Q600; filled circle: Q300). The legend shows the linear regression equation,
correlation coefficient (r), and p-value.
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Stimuli. Five single vowels (/i/, /a/, /u/, / /, and / /, as in /Heed/, /Hod/, /Hood/, /
Heard/, and /Head/, respectively) were generated using the Klatt synthesizer provided
by the Vowel Synthesis Interface (Speech Research Lab, A.I. DuPont Hospital for
Children and the University of Delaware, Wilmington, Delaware, USA). To simulate
natural speech, all vowels had 20-ms on-ramp, 250-ms constant-frequency formant,
200-ms formant glide (3% change in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd formants), 60-ms F0 drop (30%),
and 30-ms off-ramp. Three F0s, 100.0, 158.7, and 224.5 Hz, corresponding to 0, 8,
and 14 semitones above 100 Hz, were used to simulate different talkers. All vowels
had the same long-term root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude.
Two of these five synthetic single vowels were randomly selected and added to generate 10 distinctive concurrent vowels. With 3 F0s, a total of 30 distinct concurrent vowels
were generated. The RMS amplitude of the concurrent-vowel pair was also normalized.
In acoustic stimulation, the synthetic vowels were linearly amplified via a highquality sound card (Creative Labs E-MU 0404 USB digital audio system, Creative
Technology Ltd., Singapore) and presented through a Sennheiser HAD200 headphone (Sennheiser electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Wedemark, Germany) to the nonimplanted ear at the most comfortable level. To simulate low-frequency hearing loss,
500-Hz low-passed synthetic vowels were presented to S5. In electric stimulation, the
subjects used their own clinical processors to listen to the vowels through an audio
cable. In the EAS condition, the subjects listened to the vowels delivered simultaneously to both the implanted and non-implanted ears.
Procedure. Before formal testing, the subjects practiced extensively for 5–17 hours
over a period of 2–11 days to become familiarized with the stimuli, procedure, and
computer-based testing interface. The subjects listened to the synthetic single or
concurrent vowels and checked their responses with feedback as many times as they
wished. During the test, they listened to a randomly selected vowel stimulus and
recorded their response by clicking one of the vowel stimulus buttons on the interface
without any feedback. A total of 150 single vowels (5 vowels 3 3 F0s 3 10 trials) and
a total of 90 concurrent vowels (10 pairs 3 3 F0s 3 3 trials) were used for each
stimulus condition. Percent correct scores were recorded for further statistic analysis.
Data analysis. Repeated measures analysis of variance among percent correct scores
was carried out using SPSS 16.0 (IBM Corporation Armonk, New York, USA).
Normality of data was assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk Test, which revealed a normal
distribution of concurrent vowel recognition scores with acoustic stimulation and
electric stimulation but not with EAS. However, the kurtosis (value 5 0.27, Std.
Error 5 0.57) of EAS percent correct scores was near 0 and fell within the range of
plus/minus two standard errors, suggesting a normal distribution of EAS percent
correct scores. The Mauchly’s Test was used to assess the sphericity assumption, and
F-value was adjusted by a Greenhouse-Geisser correction if the assumption had been
violated. A p-value less than 0.05 was deemed significant.
Correlation between the EAS integration efficiency and pure-tone-average
threshold or average frequency difference limen at 125, 250, and 500 Hz were
analyzed by a linear regression model with SigmaPlot 10.0 (Systat Software, Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, USA).
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